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{Characters}

1) “Hector Roberts”, “The Pirate”:-

-A 51 year old British sailor,
served his country for years in the
British navy, lost his eye in a mistaken
hit by a Russian submarine to the last
cargo ship he worked on, the Russians
shot it because it was thought to be a
spying ship belonging to “Britain”,
that made him steal a small war ship
with some of the sailors who were with
him on that cargo ship, and started his
journey with piracy against Russian
cargo and civilian ships and could
keep himself covered and safe for years
till he was captured and sent to a
highly secured prison somewhere on
“Moscow’s” boards, then he was sent to
the “Cave” prison after killing a
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prisoner in a regular fight and spent 6
years there, got caught by “Rose” &
“Floyd” then he was handed to “Anton”
and the Russian authorities…

2) “Hook”:-

-A British sailor, one of “Hector’s”
crew and close friends, was called Hook
because he lost his left hand in the
same Russian attack when “Hector”
lost his eye in, joined “Hector’s” pirate
crew, when he was caught he was kept
in a highly secured prison near
“Moscow’s” boards with “Hector” and
most of his crew, “Skeleton’s” men
killed him when the “Skeleton”
attacked the “Sentinels” & “Revolution”
in “Inferno #3”…
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3) “Popeye”:-

-An original pirate, got introduced
to “Hector” and became friends, their
first meeting in “Denmark” was a fight
in a bar for a whore, after being friends,
“Popeye” had no crew or ship so
“Hector” recruited him, got captured
with “Hector” and his crew in the
“Baltic” sea and was kept in the same
prison where “Hook” & “Hector” were
kept but he was in a different wing, got
caught by “Rose” & “Floyd” then they
handed him to “Anton” and the
Russian authorities…
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4) “Liam Nils”, “The Bee”:-

-A 34 year old Swedish Electronics
engineer, used to manufacture hard
and difficult projects, “Viktoria” used
to deal with him in the past with
special equipment and tools, she added
him to her crew to take down the
“Sentinels”, created a very small
camera and used a tiny chip to make
the smallest spying object, it was made
and designed to fly and it was in the
size and look of a bee, his project was
never known by anyone but “Viktoria”,
because she was the one who asked him
to make it and she used to use it in some
spying operations years ago, that’s why
she used to call him “The Bee”, had a
place in the new crew of the
“Sentinels”…
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5) “Vanessa”, “Quiet”:-

-A 30 year old former American
sniper, she was sent with a unit to
“Afghanistan”, she was captured by
Afghan fighters, after 10 months, she
was rescued and sent back to “USA” but
she was in shock and had a lot of
mental sessions, she was silent for
months and didn’t talk to anyone even
her mother, when she recovered, she
was never the same as before going there,
she started working with the
“Community”, as an assassin, but not
for long, she was caught in “Russia”
after sniping a “Romanov” family
member and was sent to the “Cave”
where “Viktoria” added her to the
“Revolution”, later she was added to
the “Sentinels” as a reward for her
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precious help and as a second chance
given to her by “Frank” & “Viktoria”…

6) “The Tree”:-

-An Asian guy, was born with the
tree disease, it was killing him slowly
but he was too poor and couldn’t afford
expensive treatment, “Viktoria” offered
him to be treated for free in a
specialized medical center in “Moscow”
in return of helping her against
“Mark”, got no criminal records,
although he failed to kill “Mark” and
the operation of hunting the “Sentinels”
was canceled, but “Viktoria” did what
she promised him with and sent him to
a specialized hospital in “Moscow” for
his disease, it took a long time but he
became okay at the end and thanked
her for that…
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7) “Edmond”, “Rumplestiltskin”,
“Rumple”, “The Dark One”:-

-A 54 year old British wizard,
used to do illegal business and
assassinations using dark magic, used
to be an illusionist in “England”, but
he became suspicious by time, used to
curse people with special powers to
serve him later whenever he needed
and making them
human-looked-freaks, most of these
people were disabled or mentally sick
people or someone who wanted to have
powers to do something or to avenge on
someone, but he never did any favor for
free, when he became wanted in
“England”, he traveled to “Russia”
and stayed there for 6 years with his
son and daughter, he was the wizard
who taught “Victor” his tricks and
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later in “Russia” he taught him dark
magic too, used to be close to “Victor” &
“Undertaker”, after “Victor’s” death,
“Undertaker” used to avoid him
because he couldn’t always pay back
“Rumple’s” debts, by time he was
discovered to be having an army of
mutants, wizards used to call him ‘The
most dangerous wizard in the world’,
despite all this power, his powers were
engaged to a dagger, if it was acquired
by anyone else other than him, the
other one will be in control of him and
if he didn’t obey the dagger-holder’s
orders, he dies, it was also the only
weapon that could kill him, he was
said to be immortal and can’t be killed,
murdered by “Victor” in the
“Frankenstein” prison with his own
dagger…
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8) “Kensei Chao”:-

-A Japanese samurai, used to be a
soldier in the Japanese army, got some
special training in his father’s school
for mortal combat, his abilities were
noticeably powerful, had an accident
that took his eyes and made him blind,
somehow he knew about “Rumple”
and he used to believe in magic,
“Rumple’s” magic was to heal injuries,
give enhancements and extra powers,
or returning cut down limbs or organs
only when the cut down part exist, but
it cannot create organs or limbs out of
nothing, “Chao” didn’t have his lost
eyes of course so “Rumple” gave him
higher agility and speed, besides to
super hearing enough to hear heart
beats of someone else, making him
know his opponents condition (fear,
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tired, dying…), left “Rumple” and his
crew when they were caught in
“London” and wasn’t found or heard
about anymore…

9) “Rebecca”, “Black Skin”:-

-A 28 year old American girl,
opened her eyes and faced the world
with no parents, an orphan, had no
one to love and nothing to live for,
“Rumple” was in “USA”-before being
wanted-he was hired for a new year’s
celebration in a hotel, she was there as
a waitress but she wasn’t clean, she was
stealing from the guests and was cleaver
about that, “Rumple” noticed her, he
left the money he had from the hotel’s
manager in his room on a table with
an open door, she was ordered to
deliver dinner to the wizard according
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to his request, she went there and took
the money, she thought that he was in
the bathroom, but he shocked her
when she saw him sitting on a sofa in
a dark side of the room, she didn’t
know what to say and begged him for
mercy, but he wasn’t that kind of
people, he throw some dust on her and
applied a magical spell on her, it
turned her skin to black color
completely even her face, eyes and hair
(she was blonde and her eyes were blue
in the past), that skin was not just
black, it was thick enough to prevent a
regular pistol bullet from penetrating
her body, and very soft enough to slip
on any surface, later she discovered
that her skeleton structure was more
flexible than any usual human, since
that time she became “Rumple’s” slave,
got caught by “Hylaria” and
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imprisoned in the “Frankenstein”
prison…

10) “The Skeleton”:-

-An American mercenary and
arms dealer, used to have his own
small army which was well equipped
and funded by the “Community”, one
day his mansion in “Mexico” was
attacked by cartels and burnt down to
hell, that was when he got disfigured
and got his distortions over 90% of his
body, his face wasn’t recognized by
anyone, he was using a masquerade
mask hiding his eyes and the rest of his
face was obvious and used to wear a
cowboy hat, some parts of his body were
burnt too badly where some bones and
ribs could be seen by naked eyes, was
behind “Victor’s” pharaonic stuff
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robbery, those things which were in
the “Mediterranean Sea” near “Sicily’s”
coast which was a sharks area, he was
the one who could get those stuff out
and managed a way with a Libyan
corrupted army general to transport the
goods through “Libya” to a drop point
on the Tunisian boards, “Frank” and
the “Sentinels” screwed this delivery
and stole the goods with “God’s eye’s”
help, the “Skeleton” was obsessed by
“Victor” and wanted to raise him up
and make “Victor” collect the chosen
organs for him to create his monster,
according to a deal he made with
“Victor” & “Rumple”, died in the cargo
plane which was sent to him by the
Chinese Triad to pick him up from
“Egypt” to “China”, it exploded while
he was in…
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11) “Anastasia”:-

-A 42 year old “CNI” agent, “Ivy’s”
friend and used to ask for “Ivy’s” help
in the past, became “Rose’s” friend fast,
helped the “Sentinels” when they were
in “Spain”, she was a clever mechanic
and became a good friend to “Mark” by
time…

12) “Igor Spartak”, “Pinocchio”:-

-A Russian guy, fall in debts
because of gambling, whoever he got
troubles with were not peaceful, they
killed his wife and only daughter,
used to work in a dinner next to
“Rumple’s” shop, “Rumple” knew him
and used to see him there when he
knew what happened to the poor man,
“Rumple” found his apartment and
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offered him help in exchange of being
his man whenever he need, he agreed
and became in control of turning his
skin to petrified wood that made him
stronger by a 1000 time, not affected by
bullets, blades or electricity but he was
slow, that gave him the advantage to
kill his wife and daughter’s killers,
but he became “Rumple’s” puppet, got
caught by “Ivy” and was sent to the
“Frankenstein” prison…

13) “Martha Lehnsherr”:-

-A German scientist and doctor,
used to be a surgeon in the past and
had her researches in genetic
deformation and enhancement, her
recent research was about giving life to
dead cells and organs with a special
technique involving high current, in
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presence of the chemical compound
named “Green Goo” and an electrically
conductive fluid, her project was
refused by her government in 2009
and it was also refused by the British
government because her tests on organs
didn’t end successfully, she fall in the
“Skeleton’s” way and he adopted her
project and offered her help and money
in return of creating a super soldier for
him, was reported dead in 2011 after
being murdered by thugs in “Germany”
which was fake, murdered for real by
the “Skeleton’s” monster, her own
creation, “The Earthquake”…
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14) “Monica”, “The Dream Walker”:-

-A British witch, former model,
fond of magic, learned magic from an
old Indian woman in “England” then
she met “Victor” and fall in love with
him, he introduced her to “Rumple”
and he taught her more about dark
magic, she had the ability of memory
manipulation and dream walking
which allowed her to get in anyone’s
mind while awake or asleep and
making anyone see incidents he can’t
remember in his past, or see incidents
in another one’s past…
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15) “Wang Zian”:-

-A Chinese priest, used to use
special kind of magic that was
completely against dark magic, had a
lot of clashes with “Rumple”, the only
man who knew about the chosen
organs and had a map leading to the
compass which leads to the chosen ones
with these organs, although he got
magic but the “Cobra” murdered him
easily…

16) “Ethan”, “The Mime”:-

-A former “FBI” agent who was
excommunicated from service due to
his unstable mind, obsessed by mimes,
disappeared in 2013 in “Libya” then
appeared once in “Pakistan” in 2016
then in “China” attacking the China
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Merchants Bank in 2017, had no
known family or friends, was a
complete mystery to the “Sentinels” till
“Silver” knew about him from a friend
of his who worked with “Ethan” before
he disappeared in 2013, later on it was
discovered that he passed 2 years in a
mental asylum in “USA” just because
he knew what he shouldn’t know,
managed to escape and decided to have
vengeance his own way, worked for the
“Community” with a fake
name-“Mime”-and used to screw their
business secretly, attacking the China
Merchants Bank and killing its
manager were moves he made against
them when they ordered “Skeleton” to
finish him when he was uncovered,
was added to the new crew of the
“Sentinels” as a second chance to be a
good man…
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17) “The Cobra”:-

-A human shaped
snake/crocodile, no info about his
history or who he was, one of
“Rumple’s” men and used to do his
dirty jobs, his blood was poisonous, a
bite or a scratch from him was more
effective than 10 cobra snakes, got eyes
of snakes, bald head and long fangs
besides to his ability to climb any wall
like a spider and his body was tough
and shaped well, got imprisoned in a
special cell in the “Frankenstein”
prison…
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18) “Shokry”:-

-A 30 year old Egyptian guy, used
to be a regular man when he was young,
when his parents were deceived by his
relatives, his father nearly lost all his
money and fall in debts, his father
died after that by 1 year then his
mother died 4 years later, he was
graduated but had to serve in his
country’s army force for 3 years, he got
out and decided to do anything for
living and to take care of his brother,
used to compete in street races and do
some robbery jobs or hits here and there
specially in the moments of crisis and
revolutions, became a good friend to
“Mark” and helped him to keep an eye
on “Mark’s” family while he was in the
outer world and got some friends
helping him with that, when “Mark”
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returned he needed his friend’s help,
when everything was over, “Mark” gave
him money and fake passports for him
and his brother to travel anywhere in
the world and start fresh with new
names, “Mark” never heard from him
again…


